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To the Editors (Max Abrahms writes):
In “The Extremist’s Advantage in Civil Wars,” Barbara Walter seeks to explain the rise
of radical Islamist groups in civil wars since 2003, especially Salaªst groups.1 She claims
that ideologically extreme groups have an organizational edge and thus outperform
more moderate groups. This thesis is unpersuasive, however, because of its shaky empirical basis.
Walter’s core assumption is that an extreme ideology helps groups attract support.
Her deªnition of ideology encompasses their political preferences and the tactics used
to achieve them. As she states, ideology is “a set of beliefs about the proper order of society and how it can be achieved” (p. 15). Walter expresses skepticism, though, in rating
the extremeness of groups based on their conduct, perhaps because of the mounting
empirical research showing that moderate groups attract disproportionate support.2
Indeed, a common way for groups to end is by acting too extreme, as doing so dries up
support.3 Examples include extreme Salaªst groups such as the Armed Islamic Group
of Algeria, Egypt’s al-Gama’a al-Islamiyya, al-Qaida in Iraq, and the Islamic State of
Iraq and Syria (ISIS).
Walter offers two explanations to support her argument that extremists elicit
more support. First, moderate groups are less likely to achieve their political goals. Yet,
large-n empirical studies show that groups hinder bargaining success when they adopt
more extreme means, ends, or both.4 Second, Muslims turn to Salaª jihadist groups
because they offer higher-quality governance. As Salman Rushdie notes, however,
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“Everywhere that this phenomenon has actually taken power, it’s very quickly become
hated.”5 Survivors agree that “the people hated” ISIS’s rule.6 Relatively moderate rivals such as the Free Syrian Army, Ahrar al-Sham, and even Jabhat al-Nusra were
always more popular among Syrians and external backers, particularly Sunni Gulf
states and Turkey. Although ISIS attracted more foreign ªghters, its attrition rate
quickly exceeded the recruitment rate, as the international community assembled the
largest counterterrorist coalition in history to target it.7 Walter argues incorrectly that
Salaª jihadists “remained militarily relevant much longer than [its] moderate rivals” in
Syria (p. 31). At the time of this writing, however, Afrin is teeming with Free Syrian
Army members, and Idlib is dominated by the Nusra-led Hay’at Tahrir al-Sham umbrella group, while ISIS has been expunged from its Raqqa stronghold.
Walter claims that leaders such as Islamic State’s Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi feign extremeness to appeal to ideologically pure members of the rank and ªle. Yet, Baghdadi
was far more ideological than most of his supporters.8 As with other militant groups,
ISIS’s leadership has been more ideologically devoted and knowledgeable than its foot
soldiers.9 Across militant groups, ideological ºuency is a common prerequisite for rising to the top.10
Walter struggles to show how adopting an extreme ideology helps leaders overcome
organizational challenges. She maintains that Salaª jihadism enables leaders to screen
out less capable, ideologically vacillating recruits. ISIS is notorious, however, for its
weak vetting standards and became a repository for mentally unstable ªghters with a
poor grasp of Islam who ended up defecting in droves.11 Poor vetting is a hallmark of
Salaªsm. Like praying, jihad is an individualized act independent of a centralized hierarchy.12 For jihadists, there is no authority other than Allah.
Walter argues that extreme ideologies have been rising in civil wars since 2003 for
instrumental reasons rather than ideological appeal. The rise of religious extremism is
hardly limited to recent civil wars, however. Since the Iranian Revolution in 1979, militants have gravitated to religious extremism inside and outside of civil wars.13 Salaªsm
is the fastest-growing Islamic movement around the world from Azerbaijan to China,
India, Indonesia, and Singapore—and even in the West. Regionalists attribute its
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growing popularity to one main factor—Saudi backing of Wahhabi missionaries and
mosques.14 Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman recently committed Saudi Arabia to
combating Islamist extremism not because it helps Islamist groups, but because the extremeness risks tarnishing the image of Islam and reducing its number of supporters.15
—Max Abrahms
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To the Editors (Jonathan Leader Maynard and Kai Thaler write):
In “The Extremist’s Advantage in Civil Wars,” Barbara Walter attempts to explain the
proliferation of extremist groups in armed conºicts—a surprising phenomenon, she
suggests, because extremists’ goals are “far more radical than those of the populations
they seek to represent.”1 Her explanation focuses on the instrumental advantages that
extremism provides: “Under certain conditions, rebel leaders . . . have strong incentives
to embrace an extreme ideology even if they do not believe the ideas that underlie it.
The same is true of more moderate citizens who choose to support or associate with
these groups” (p. 8).
Walter’s analysis advances a growing literature on ideology’s role in armed conºict,
but her characterization of moderates’ role in extremists’ success strikes us as dubious.
To begin, we question her premise that extremist groups generally need “the support of
at least some of the moderate citizens” (p. 17). The largest extremist groups in Syria and
Iraq typically number tens of thousands of ªghters out of a local adult population of 36
million, with many drawing heavily on foreign ªghters.2 Such groups may need little
popular support, especially if, like the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS), they have
access to foreign funding or natural resource rents. Indeed, contra Walter’s emphasis,
extremist groups often alienate, spurn, or massacre moderates.3 None of this, however,
prevents extremists from building effective ªghting forces. These forces, not moderate
support, are the principal foundation for their observable successes.
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We recognize that extremist groups still need some acquiescence from populations in
areas they control. Once an armed group dominates any territory, though, it can
incentivize cooperation through threats or material inducements. Strong collectiveaction problems also impede organized resistance, even when most citizens reject the
group’s aims. Such conditions create powerful incentives for “preference falsiªcation”
—public compliance with the group’s ideology despite private disagreement—making
it difªcult for citizens to estimate underlying antipathy toward extremism or to coordinate opposition.4
We still agree that extremist ideologies are sometimes instrumentally useful. Walter’s
ability to explain such utility is hampered, however, by her assumption that extremist
appeals sincerely resonate only with fanatical “ideologues.” By contrast, in her theory
political entrepreneurs only seek victory and power, while moderate citizens support
whichever political elites are most likely to win and then institute policies suiting moderates’ preferences. Yet if ideologues are a small minority, this makes extremism’s instrumental value puzzling. Extremist appeals may help recruit ªghters and invoke
religiously authorized enforcement mechanisms (pp. 18–20), but they are unlikely to
have these effects if target audiences consider the ideology mere “cheap talk.” Consequently, most of the beneªts of extremism that Walter identiªes still require a large
number of committed ideologues.
Two mechanisms could explain why even those who reject extremist appeals would
still respond to them in ways that extremist groups could ªnd useful. First, Walter
claims that extremist groups’ ability to mobilize ideologues creates a reputation for
combat effectiveness, which then “attract[s] more moderate citizens . . . drawn to the
group because of its dominance on the battleªeld” (pp. 20–21). We agree, but because
this mechanism takes effect after extremists have successfully outcompeted moderate
alternatives, it does little to explain that success.
The second mechanism is that extremist ideology solves a commitment problem.
Walter suggests that moderates deem extremists more credible agents for delivering
post-conºict reforms, because extremism is a “costly signal,” because extremists will
hold out for far-reaching changes, and because extremist groups contain more “true believers” who will hold leaders to their agendas (pp. 23–26). We are skeptical of this rationalist reconstruction, and Walter provides little empirical evidence to demonstrate
that moderates think this way. Her argument might hold if moderates want reform in
some generalized sense, with extremists’ speciªc ambitions mattering less than their
credibility to institute changes. But this is implausible: if moderates reject all extremist
claims, this implies a large gap between moderates’ and extremists’ political preferences. Indeed, although Walter notes ISIS’s recruitment of some Free Syrian Army
ªghters (pp. 20–21), secular groups or moderate Islamist groups have often resisted
joining ISIS precisely out of an aversion to extremism—instead, actively resisting extremists or even considering alliances with government forces.5
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Walter’s two mechanisms become more plausible, however, if one rejects common
but excessively instrumental portrayals of ideology,6 and recognizes that elements of
extremists’ ideological claims can have meaning and resonance even for individuals
who are not themselves extremist ideologues. This could explain, for instance, why individuals who reject the radicalism of extremists’ broader political programs might
nevertheless accept their legitimating frames for violence or consider a gamble on extremists a palatable option. It also would explain why many endorse extremist claims
when they provide no advantage at all.
—Jonathan Leader Maynard
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